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ABSTRACT: From the Medieval period onwards a series of artists in many different countries have represented
construction work in a range of mediums including oil painting, watercolour, aquatint, chalk, crayon, engraving, etching, pencil and ink drawing. Some of this work has been produced by famous artists whilst others are
almost completely anonymous or rarely seen. The number of such images probably runs into the thousands.
Opinions differ among construction historians as to the value of such art as historical documents. This paper
considers how three famous English Victorian painters - Ford Madox Brown (1821–1893), Sir George Clausen
(1852-1944) and George Elgar Hicks (1824-1914) – chose to depict construction and whether their art throws any
light on what building work was really like in the past.

Throughout historic time the building site has regularly been represented in pictorial form using various mediums. Well-known representations include tomb paintings, drawings and reliefs associated with building production in ancient Egypt (Arnold 1991); medieval illuminated manuscripts that show construction work in progress
based on biblical themes (the building of Noah’s ark, Tower of Babel and Solomon’s Temple – see De Hamel
1992; Coldstream 1991; Matthies 1983); depictions of construction found in the miniature paintings associated
with the Mughal Court, the most famous of which is the Akbarnama (an illustrated history of Akbar’s reign written during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries) that shows construction work in progress on some of
the buildings commissioned by Akbar (Koch 2006; Qaisar 1988; Tillotson 1990).
From the Renaissance period onwards a series of individual artists in many different countries have represented
construction work in a range of mediums including oil painting, watercolour, aquatint, chalk, crayon, engraving, etching, pencil and ink drawing. Some of this work has been produced by famous artists (e.g. Monet’s Argenteuil, the Bridge under Repair 1872) whilst others are almost completely anonymous or rarely seen. Some
are held by public galleries, others are in private collections, some are kept within family firms or corporate art
collections, some hang in schools/colleges and professional institutions while others only appear in digitised
form on the world-wide-web. The number of such images probably runs into the thousands.
There appear to have been very few systematic studies of this material – not in terms of stylistic context (how
such work fits into the general history of art) – but rather what value such images have in elucidating the thing
being depicted i.e. the building process. Are these images convincing representations of construction work in
progress (free from “manner” in the words of John Constable) or purely conceptual and subjective and therefore of little use as historical documents? Do they throw a shaft of light on what building work was really like in
the past? Given the extant number of images that represent building work, it is not easy to know where to begin or end in answering these questions. Any detailed investigation would necessarily involve entering the
world of art theory and addressing what value works of art have as epistemological tools: can art ever capture
what something really looked like?
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In their preface to a collection of essays published in 1980 titled Victorian Artists and the City Nadel and
Schwarzbach state:
It is something of an oversimplification but nevertheless substantially true to say that Victorian artists, like
most Victorian writers, consciously or unconsciously avoided urban subject matter. What is so puzzling about
this is that at no other time in modern history has any society experienced such energetic acceleration in
the pace of urbanization as nineteenth-century England. (Nadel and Schwarzback 1980, p. xiv)
This suggests that not only is visual imagery in general sparse when considering the Victorian city but, since
much construction work was associated with the urban environment, the former hardly figures at all in pictorial
representations. While there is some truth that urban scenes and industrial/technological processes did not
feature in the work of major or recognised artists of the day, there is a huge amount of material from lesser
known artists in publicly owned collections that has not been properly examined. The Public Catalogue Foundation (a registered charity based in Covent Garden, London) has recently been photographing and recording all oil, acrylic and tempera paintings in publicly owned collections in the UK. This includes works in museums (both on display and in store) as well as paintings in council buildings, universities, hospitals, police
stations and fire stations. They estimate that some 200 000 pictures reside in these collections but that 80 % of
this material is hidden from public view, being in storerooms or public buildings in official use. A scrutiny of
some of this material reveals that a surprising number of Victorian artists dealt with building.
Rather than consider these more obscure artists, this paper will focus on three professionally successful Victorian artists (“gentlemen of the brush”) who as part of their oeuvre addressed construction. The Victorian period
is associated with huge increases in the level of urbanisation and population growth, together with changes in
the pace and scale of construction associated with transport (railways) and other infrastructure work plus
building for industry, commerce, hotels, theatres, churches and chapels and municipal provision. How artists
responded to these changes and chose to record the building process should be of interest to construction
historians.
The artists considered are Ford Madox Brown (1821–1893), Sir George Clausen (1852-1944) and George Elgar
Hicks (1824-1914), each of whom were singled out for recognition during their lifetime.

Figure 1: Ford Madox Brown, Work, 1852-62. Oil on canvas 137 x 197.3 cm; (copyright: Manchester Art Gallery)
Perhaps the most famous representation of construction work in a Victorian painting is found in Ford Madox
Brown’s Work, which was 10 years in the making (1852-1862) and had its first showing in public at the Gallery
(Piccadilly, London) in 1865 and was commissioned by the Leeds stockbroker and art collector Thomas E. Plint,
who died before the picture was completed. The scene is set in The Mount in Hampstead, which in mid-
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Victorian times was a place popular with Londoners for outings on the nearby Heath and was home to many
intellectuals of the day. The topographical details in the picture are so accurately rendered that a modern
Hampstead resident would be able to identify its exact location (indeed, some of the houses in the painting
still survive and one of these – Holly Cottage, now No. 12 The Mount – was where the artist stayed while recovering from a bout of gout).
The whole composition revolves around eight builders, three of whom are excavating a trench with spades
(only one hand of each man can be seen in the trench), two are hod carriers, one taking bricks down into the
trench and the other leaning on his hod while drinking from a tankard. The remaining three are a bricklayers’
labourer mixing slaked lime and sand with a Larry (a long handled iron hoe with perforations, sometimes
known as a ‘loam-hook’) for the invisible brickie(s) in the trench, his young smiling assistant who is carrying a
bucket of water and a labourer using a riddle. Streaming past the builders on either side (mostly coming towards the viewer) and not protected by any obvious barriers or hoardings are a range of characters whose
presence has been much discussed by art historians. These include a tassel capped and bib aproned seller of
beer (with the Times newspaper under his arm), a ragged seller of flowers and plants with the appearance of a
scarecrow whose natural habitat appears to be the field and hedgerow, two elegantly dressed and prosperous young Victorian ladies one of whom - whether deliberately or otherwise – has dropped a temperance
tract into the excavated hole and in the background, immediately behind the builders and separated from
them by a wooden barrier and heap of spoil, are a wealthy couple on horseback. To the right of the builders –
a few feet away and shaded by a canopy of trees – stand two middle aged men in subdued clothing: the
one with a bamboo walking stick has been identified as Thomas Carlyle the Victorian writer, philosopher and
historian (who was born the son of a poor stonemason and could therefore be observing the building work
with some familial interest) and who famously wrote “there is a perennial nobleness, and even sacredness, in
Work”. The other with crossed legs and clasping a book behind his back is the Reverend Frederick Denison
Maurice, a Christian Socialist and one of the founders of the Working Men’s College. Maurice while listening to
Carlyle appears to be glancing at the figure in the foreground of the picture who is a barely pubescent girl in
a flounced but torn ruby red dress (exposing her petticoat) who is carrying a young infant while at the same
time controlling (by pulling his right ear and/or hair) the unruly behaviour of a boy intent on playing with the
builder’s wheelbarrow. Snuggling up to this fraught young lady is an even younger girl who appears to be examining a small bunch of flowers. The feeling invoked by this grouping is of an orphaned family heroically held
together by the girl in the red dress. Finally, sprinkled in the background of the oil painting can be found a series of characters drawn from Victorian life.
Is there any value in the painting as a historical document for construction historians? There are a number of
photographs of navvies dating from the mid-19th century. However, these are in black-and-white with colour
photography only becoming readily available in the inter-war years. Painting has an advantage over monochrome photography (and drawing) in that colour, relief and certain effects of perspective can be incorporated by the artist into their work. Ford Madox Brown is generally associated with the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, a group of English painters and poets who believed that heightened realism combined with intense
colours (“the brilliant palette”) and detail should form the core of art. While this approach to painting fluctuated throughout Madox Brown’s life, it is exhibited to its full extent in Work. Rackham – the English botanist and
authority on the British countryside - writes in Woodlands that “representing trees is perhaps the most difficult
task in art, and few artists succeed” but then goes on to praise Madox Brown as an exception in getting “every
leaf and petal right”. A close look at the hand tools and construction equipment in Work would probably lead
Rackham to agree that Madox Brown was equally adept at representing timber or wood derived from living
trees. The artist’s brushstrokes lovingly recreate the texture, colour, grain, stripping, knots, splits and natural sensuousness of construction tools which for thousands of years had been mostly made from timber and which
now have largely been replaced by industrially designed and manufactured tools of plastic and metal (described by Barlow as “cold objects”). The hod held by the resting hod-carrier is composed of iron bracket (pitted and eroded through manufacture, rust and lime mortar) screwed to planks stained by brick dust and mortar and with the end of the handle split by constant pounding on the ground. The contact weight of a full hod
on the shoulder bone is lessened by what appears to be a padded leather cushion. The actual hod is also
shown in use. No manufacture’s catalogue of construction tools or monochrome photograph can equal the
naturalism depicted in the rendition of this tool: the viewer is invited by the artist to engage physically with the
object and share the emotion of its use.
Equally acutely painted is the wheelbarrow, with its plank sections, iron hopped spoked timber wheel (usually
made of elm, oak, ash or beech), heavy sub frame and gnarled extension board requiring careful manoeuvring. Compare Madox Brown’s depiction of a wheelbarrow with the photographs of navvies with wheelbarrows dating from this time: the photographs confirm that the artist has captured what a Victorian wheelbarrow
really looks like, but something much more impressive is shown in the painting - the wheelbarrow is given life
and character. Amongst non-skilled labour the wheelbarrow may have been the most commonly held construction tool; Rankine (1866) states that English labourers in the nineteenth century were expected to push
wheelbarrows containing a 60 kg load a distance of 9 km during a ten-hour day and a similar distance
unloaded. Also shown is a pick axe with (ash?) handle and spike ending in a sharp point to break up the surface, counterbalanced by a second spike with a flat end for prying and levering, and various other tools jumbled at the bottom of the painting including sieve, broom, winch, spade, shovel, prop and planking. The large
wooden object in the left foreground of the painting is a riddle or sieve (‘riddle’ being an ancient English word
is use for over a thousand years that probably derives from Old High German with antecedents to Latin and
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Greek) that has been variously describe by art historians as for sifting gravel or lime. However, a reading of the
1846 Kelly’s Practical Builders Price Book reveals its more likely use: London builders often used River Thames
sand (typically extracted from the Fulham and Putney area) that - although of excellent quality - contained
shells, mud and rubbish that required filtering before it could be incorporated into slaked lime to produce a
good binding mortar. Another possibility is the sand was local since Hampstead Heath has beds of sand that
was used in the mortar of neighbouring brick buildings – for example, the Kenwood Estate built in the eighteenth century.
A curiosity in the painting is the single piece of wood shaving garlanding the neck of a dog that Madox Brown
describes in the 1865 Exhibition Catalogue as accompanying the “dirty children in the foreground of my painting” and is “evidently of the same outcast sort as themselves” i.e. a mongrel. In his posthumously published Autobiographical Notes the Victorian poet and painter William Bell Scott describes attending a drawing class
given by Madox Brown at the Working Man’s College in Camden Town. Instead of drawing “from casts or
beautiful objects of any kind” Brown required the students to sketch “wood-shavings picked up from a joiner’s
yard” in an attempt to inculcate greater realism into their art. The use of the wood-chipping in Work is a falsity
in terms of the construction site since they would be there en-masse or in heaps, rather than singularly. However, the individual wood shaving in the painting is possibly the most poised and academically considered
rendition such a piece of trivia has ever received (although the more numerous wood shavings in Millais’s Christ in the House of His Parents painted between 1849-1850 could claim equal prominence and may even have
been the inspiration for Madox Brown’s whittle).
Another aspect of Madox Brown’s Work worth commenting on is the dress of the builders. John Styles in his
magnificent book The Dress of the People: Everyday Fashion in Eighteenth-century England published in 2007
states that very few pieces of eighteenth and nineteenth century clothing belonging to ordinary people have
survived to modern times since the clothes were “worn and re-worn by a succession of owners until they fell
into rags” and museums tended to collect clothes worn by the rich which were at “the cutting edge of fashion”. While there are various written archive sources that help identify and describe what Styles describes as
“plebeian dress”, one good source of information is paintings and prints. The Pre-Raphaelite painters were well
known for using accurate historical costume in their pictures and, according to Gere (1996), there is evidence
of this approach in the work of Madox Brown. She suggests the artist took tracings from the plates that illustrated Camille Bonnard’s seminal Costume Historique (first published in Paris in 1829-30) and from J.R. Planche’s
British Costume (1834) and used these in his historical paintings. With regard to Work Madox Brown adopted a
similar approach but instead of using sourcebooks for authenticity the artist sketched and painted direct from
life. His diary reveals approaches being made to Irish navvies and working people to pose for Work, either by
being invited back to his house or drawn directly in the street (one of the hod carriers was drawn “in the open
air from a navvy I had met in the streets”). Newman and Watkinson claim that such “street raiding” was common in Madox Brown’s artistic circle, where his friend Rossetti “habitually accosted handsome women and invited them to pose”.
Clothes worn by builders throughout historic time have a number of requirements: they need to provide freedom of movement to perform the task, they shouldn’t apply pressure to any part of the body causing burns
and sores, they should be repairable (perhaps not applicable to modern disposable clothes, but relevant to
earlier poorer societies) and have only enough weight for warmth, they need to provide a measure of protection to the body itself from scrapes and piercings, they are obliged to be tough and durable with an overall
combination of comfort and convenience. Victorian photographs of building workers reveal not only combinations of clothing distinctive to construction but also differentiation between – and gradations within – crafts.
In Work Madox Brown has placed the builders in the spotlight: they are in the foreground of the picture and
given individuality by their different coloured dress and anatomically impressive forearms, all glowing under a
brilliant sun and given greater emphasis by the peripheral shading in the painting and the constriction of
space from an arched picture-frame (unusual frame-shapes were a feature of Madox Brown’s paintings and
were commissioned by the artist for psychological effect). In the author’s opinion no other English artist has so
carefully represented the mundane clothing of the builder. The navvy in the left of the picture wears a stripedcap, open-necked checked (cotton?) shirt and plain undershirt with brown corduroy trousers tied with yorks
(strings or staps tied around the leg below the knee to keep trouser bottoms out of the mud; also known as
bowy-yanks and whirlers. These names can be traced back to dialect words meaning leggings or gaiters) and
high-laced leather hob-nail boots; his companion to the right is wearing a coloured head-scarf, a two-tone
waistcoat, what appears to be knee breeches with belt and thick blue woollen stockings tucked into large
leather boots (one of the nicknames given to navvies in the 1870s was “blue stockings”[Sullivan 1983]); the resting hod-carrier wears a cap with his upper body protected by a small smock (the traditional garment of the
agricultural worker, which served as an overall, covering and protecting the clothes beneath) and (cotton?)
neckerchief tied in a knot; the mortar mixer wears a hat and a dark-coloured smock and is smoking a clay
pipe. Such is Madox Brown’s skill as an artist that each particular item of clothing can be identified.
Given the diversity of dress amongst such a small gang of men, it is highly unlikely that Madox Brown is representing an actual group in a particular place. The builders are more likely to be clothed in the stereotypical
dress of the Victorian navvy. This, however, does not undermine their interest as an historical document since
stereotypes represent the typicality of any particular age. Madox Brown shows the builder’s clothes to have no
repairs (which seems unlikely given the arduous conditions of the construction site) but they are caked in the
detritus of building (soil, dust, mortar splashes etc. – for example, compare the boots of the navvies to the
shoes of Denison and Carlyle. The quality of navvy’s footwear – large heavy hobnail boots – was the subject of
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withering comment in an 1861 publication titled The Foot and its Covering by James Dowie, an Edinburgh
shoemaker. Dowie maintained that such footwear was too heavy, restricting ‘mechanical freedom’ and leading to heavier footsteps that resulted in extra fiction and excessive wear and tear. He advocated lighter, thinner soled boots for greater comfort and durability).
There appears to be a long-standing misunderstanding about the nature of the building work depicted in
Madox Brown’s painting. In a much quoted passage from the 1865 Exhibition catalogue the artist explains that
the inspiration for Work was seeing the laying of a water main in High Street Hampstead in the summer of 1852:
At the time extensive excavations, connected with the supply of water, were going on in the neighbourhood, and, seeing and studying daily as I did the British excavator, or navvy, as he designates himself, in the
full swing of his activity ......... it appeared to me that he was at least as worthy of the powers of an English
painter as the fisherman of the Adriatic, the peasant of the Campagna, or the Neapolitan lazzarone. (Brown
1865)
Not only did the artist describe the building work depicted in Work as the installation of a water main, but
many subsequent writers and art historians have accepted this description (see Kitson 1965; Johnson 1980; Boime 1981; Barringer 2005) and Manchester Art Gallery (where the painting has resided since 1885) catalogues
the painting in these terms. However, all the evidence suggests that the installation of a new sewer is in progress: the trench is very deep with the barely visible hands of the excavating navvies suggesting a depth of
over 2.50 m (an unlikely depth for a local water main); a 1954 Ordnance Survey map marked by the London
Borough of Camden Archive Record Services (and kindly supplied to the author by John Gotelee – Principal
Engineer with Camden Consultancy Service) shows an eighteen inch (457 mm) brick barrel sewer running
along The Mount at a depth of approximately 14 feet (4.30 m), in the exact location of the excavations in
Work; the current water pipe in the road consists of a 90 mm domestic main set at a depth of only 750 mm
and running along the pavement (information supplied by Thames Water, who were unclear as to the age or
material of the water pipe). This suggests that the artist misunderstood – whether deliberately or otherwise - the
nature of the building works being undertaken, an easy thing to do when one considers that mid-nineteenth
century Hampstead experienced several campaigns associated with the introduction of both piped water
and drains (Thompson 1974; Bennett, 1984; Baker 1989; Graham-Leigh 2000). The technique for installing the
sewer appears to be one of tunnelling whereby a vertical shaft was dug to the required depth and a horizontal tunnel excavated in which the brick sewer was formed (thus saving on the expense of open trenches). This
type of work in Hampstead must have been both difficult and dangerous since – in the area of The Mount –
the local soil is Bagshot Sand which has the potential to ‘run’ in excavations below water table level or when
the saturated sand is vibrated (which may explain the extensive, carefully constructed and beautifully delineated timber shoring in Work that consists of whaling, struts and birds-mouth [?] sheeting [also known in Victorian times as ‘cleadings’] – an ideal arrangement for loose soil). Some authors maintain the building work
shown in Work actually took place in another nearby area of Hampstead and that Madox Brown transposed
this labour to The Mount for painterly effect (The Mount has a steep incline, allowing a view inside the trenches
- see Newman and Watkinson 1991).
Most of the characters depicted in Work never mingled at this historical place and time. Ford Madox Ford (the
famous writer and editor) wrote a biography of his grandfather in which he includes a letter from the patron
where Plint requests that Madox Brown include both Carlyle and Maurice in the painting, which he duly
obliges. It is clear from Brown’s diary that many of the figures in the painting are allegorical representations associated with the painter’s view on work and class in Victorian Society. This lack of reality applies to Brown’s
depiction of the building site – the industrial setting in which the individual builders appear: all the bric-a-brac
associated with site operations – heaps of earth, piles of sand, stacks of bricks, lengths of cut timber, general
waste etc. - are missing as is the presence of overseers and/or engineers, the controlling force that counters
the apparent disorder.
It could be argued that Victorian painters were more adept and interested in depicting the dress of builders
than later artists: twentieth century clothing is cheap, disposable, infrequently repaired and quickly worthless
whereas working clothes in the nineteenth century were more costly, durable, often repaired and frequently
second hand and therefore valued by their owners [Styles 2007]. Both artist and patron may have seen clothes
– which would have been some of the few belongings of poorer people – as important indicators of personal
identity and worthy of careful visual depiction. Take George Elgar Hicks’s 1857 watercolour titled The Sinews of
Old England which depicts a navvy in the doorway of his home, about to leave for work, caressing his loving
wife – whose lips are slightly parted in devotion - and playfully held by his young daughter or son (Victorian
children – until about five years old – wore dresses regardless of their sex, with boys dresses often being darker
or more brightly coloured than those of girls. This makes it difficult to visually identify the gender of the child in
Hick’s painting).
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Figure 2: George Elgar Hicks, The Sinews of Old England, 1857. Watercolour and bodycolour with gum arabic
on paper 76 x 53.5 cm; (copyright: Yale Center for British Art, New Haven, USA/Bridgeman Art Library)
The navvy appears to have stepped out of a fashion magazine, so vivid and pristine are his working clothes.
The dress depicted is very similar to that shown in Madox Brown’s Work (understandable when one considers
that both artists were contemporaries and Hicks – under the influence of William Powell Frith – was also interested in painting subjects from contemporary life rather than historical scenes) except they are worn by a
statuesque navvy and therefore do not reveal the stresses and strains of clothes in working use. The navvy in
Hick’s painting wears brown corduroy trousers with knee straps, heavy boots and white woollen socks, bright
red neckerchief tied in a knot and blue velveret(?) waistcoat with a row of big shining (brass?) buttons and
handkerchief emerging from a pocket (which are taken for granted in the modern world but which were first
introduced in the sixteenth century and only become common in working garments in the late seventeenth
century). Around his neck – for ease of carrying - is tied a small protective beige smock reminiscent of a cloak
and the whole ensemble is finished off by a cap. Hicks’s builder is carrying a pickaxe over his shoulder which is
threaded through a shovel or spade, the tools of the navvy (Henry Mayhew – the author and social reformer –
who was famous for his articles in the Morning Chronicle titled “London Labour and the London Poor” published in 1849-50 describes talking to a navvy sheltering in the Refuge for the Houseless at Playhouse Yard,
Cripplegate, who relates selling “all my things – shovel and grafting tool” to pay for a meal. This suggests that
some navvies at least owned their own tools and considered them valuable artefacts).
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In his book titled Navvyman Sullivan includes a quote from a Mrs Garnett that describes the navvies she had
seen in the 1870s. She says that navvies in supervisory roles and/or undertaking different tasks differentiated
themselves by their dress: for example, “Ganger Men” wore brown velvet jackets and vests with cord breeches
tucked into their boots; horse drivers wore red or blue plush waistcoats with big rows of pearl buttons; and
“Black Gang Men” (so called because they were coal stained and oil-soaked from looking after site machinery) had shining buttons with images of engines stamped on their caps. The impression is given that somebody
in the know (e.g. an employer, navvy or family member) looking at Sinews of England could pick up all sorts of
clues in the outfit that would allow them to identify the status, occupational branch and perhaps regional
provenance of the navvy depicted. The artistic depiction of clothes – colouring and texture – has the potential
to reveal valuable pieces of information about their owners.
In his A Guide to Figure Drawing published in 1853 Hicks discusses his philosophy in regard to the composition
of figures:
The bodily ideal may be considered as a union of the essential and characteristic, with the addition of the
beautiful and sublime; or, as it is expressed by Cicognara, “The ideal in art is nothing more than the imitation
of an object as it ought to be in perfect nature, divested of errors or distortions with secondary causes produce”. (Hicks 1853, p. 37)
He then goes on to give a series of ‘rules’ that achieve this aim: a high forehead is indicative of intellectual
power; a large, full eye is indispensible to beauty; hair (for a man) should be short, strong and erect; the beard
is characteristic of age, and therefore expresses dignity, experience and repose; the length of the eye is onefifth the width of the head; the hand is as long as the face; and the foot one sixth or seventh of the body; the
male should possess wide shoulders and narrow hips etc. There is a surprising coalescence between these rules
and the figure of the navvy in Sinews of England which suggests – in the brushwork of Hicks – he has become
an idealised, heroic and hence mythical figure rather than a flesh-and-blood man.
Another memorable Victorian depiction of building workers is found in George Clausen’s oil painting titled A
Spring Morning, Haverstock Hill completed in 1881. Like Ford Madox Brown’s Work the painting is set in Hampstead, or more accurately the nearby suburb of Belsize. At the time of the painting Clausen is known to have
occupied Mall Studios in Belsize Park, which were built in 1872 by Thomas Batterbury for lease to working artists
and which survive to modern times.
Clausen’s painting is less crowded than Work and invites the viewer to imagine they are a pedestrian walking
along a Victorian Street and about to pass an elegantly, but sombrely dressed mother and child with, to their
right and in the background, a solitary and coated young women wistfully sitting on a bench and – further
back - a flower seller with protective cloak against a chill Spring day gazing thoughtfully at the receding couple (who appear to have purchased a bunch of daffodils). The dominating architectural motif in the painting
is the newly built, purple-bricked, St. Stephen’s church designed by Sanders Teulon with its gothic style and
steep roofs that impart a French outline. In the right of the painting a road gang is breaking up the macadam
type surface of Haverstock Hill, which in 1881 was a connecting road between an already established, select
and prosperous Hampstead and an up-and-coming Belsize Park.
A case could be made for this painting being a more ‘realistic’ depiction of the Victorian builder than that
found in the work of Madox Brown or Hicks. Like both these artists Clausen developed an interest in contemporary themes; he also admired craftsmanship and those who worked with their hands (in Autobiographical
Notes he describes watching an uncle – a working jeweller – at his bench producing “skilful and delicate
work”). However, Clausen was critical of those painters who equated realism with the detailed accuracy of
objects and dress (“the care with which trivial things are rendered”) compared to the overall authenticity of
the scene depicted. In his lectures on painting given at the Royal Academy of Arts in London Clausen advises
his students not to treat figures as spectators posing for the painter (a la Hicks) but as people intent on their
occupation and not regarding “anything outside their work”. Clausen offers two techniques for achieving this
greater realism, both of which appear in A Spring Morning: since everything in nature is moving, a sense of life
and movement must be given in a picture; colours in real life do not have the crystalline clarity and distinctiveness apparent in Pre-Raphaelite paintings but should be more subdued and blended. How does Clausen
bring ‘trueness’ to the road gang? Movement – which is nearly always a feature of building work as material
objects are sequentially pieced together – is achieved by showing the men in successive phases of repairing
the road rather than all engaged in the same movement, so overcoming the intrinsic difficulty of depicting
consecutive action in a ‘static’ or ‘anchored’ painting.
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Figure 3: Sir George Clausen, A Spring Morning, Haverstock Hill, 1881. Oil on canvas 102.5 x 132.5 cm;
(copyright: Bury Art Gallery, Museum and Archives)
The figure in the foreground – whose pick is resting on the kerb – is standing upright and appears to be rolling a
cigarette while cloaked in his smock (the resting phase of physical labour); the figure to his left (possibly a
ganger man?) has hands on hip indicative of coming action; the remaining two men are shown wielding a
pick, from a sideways view and from behind. As the eye flows from one figure to the next an impression is
given of movement and activity, thereby allowing the artist to transform the still surface of the painting into an
approximation of real actuated construction work. The workmen – although wearing more-or-less the same
dress as Hick’s navvy – are coloured in a weathered, plebeian brown with hints of primary colour limited to
small patches of neckerchief and handkerchief. They appear to be part of the road rather than – as with the
mother and child – intelligibly distinct from the mundane street scene. In Clausen’s work the mix of colours in
the painting – and the realism this imparts - is more important than their heightened individual beauty or distinctiveness. Many art historians have commented on the ‘strangeness’ of Clausen’s painting: although apparently showing a vivid street scene the painting has an air of disconnectedness as each character appears
to occupy their own psychological space, unaware of the presence of others. This internal focus is visually represented by a lack of eye contact between those in the painting and by faces that do not look out at the
viewer, but past them. It is as if the constant glances of others that occur in real life (that draw us into social interaction) have been suspended in a timeless disengagement. While Clausen probably uses this technique as
a way of avoiding the discredited ‘pose’, the lack of watchfulness is singularly inappropriate when applied to
construction work where falls, burns, bruising, cuts and breaks await the inattentive and interconnectedness –
seeing and looking - ensures safety.
There appears to be a comment on class in Clausen’s painting: compare the individuality of the prosperous
and beautiful middle-class mother and child (pearl-like skin indicative of a life in drawing rooms and genteel
pursuits; expensive furs and feathers with fashioned curvaceous waist and hips – all in sharp celebratory focus
and suggesting a life worth living) with the facially undifferentiated, utilitarian dressed, physically stressed and
anonymously characterised road workers (‘no soul shoots out from them’). Summerson (1973) estimates that at
the time Clausen painted A Spring Morning roughly ten per cent of the male adult population in London were
involved in building work of some kind. They were the ‘mass men’ of their day and it is difficult to avoid the
feeling that Clausen expresses ambiguous feelings in his painting towards this grouping, both sympathising with
their tough life (nearly always unrecorded) but making it clear they were not as alive or sentient as the bourgeoisie. Indeed, at this time Haverstock Hill connected those living in comfort (upper middle and middle-class
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wealthy) with those further down the hill who were ‘fairly comfortable’, such as coachmen, gardeners, building
craftsmen and tradesmen. Was there a feeling of encroachment among the Hampstead literati?
If Clausen is commenting on the fixity of class and suggesting the road workers have commonality with the
lives of beasts, he may have been unaware of the spectacular career of John Mowlem. Mowlem was born in
Dorset in 1788, the third child of a quarryman and left home at an early age to travel to London for work. He
arrived in the capital aged nineteen and for the next two decades worked as a mason and foreman before
setting up as a pavement contractor and stone merchant in about 1823. The work undertaken by his company would have involved the macadamizing of London's streets as shown in Clausen’s painting. Mowlem’s
first big contract was the paving of Blackfriars Bridge with granite sets known as ‘narrow cubes’ and through
road works like this he became extremely wealthy, leaving £40 000 at the time of his death in 1868. His entry in
the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (written by Prof. Port) reveals he enjoyed wine and music, particularly Handel and German chorales and travelled in France and Germany and was elected assistant of the
Glass-Sellers’ Company. While John Mowlem must have been an exceptional person his antecedents were the
road gang depicted in Clausen’s painting and rather than remaining a background figure he was financially
capable in later life of commissioning an artist like Clausen to paint a favoured scene.
In an interesting paper written by Michael Chrimes of the Institution of Civil Engineers titled Contractors in the
World of Art – Men of Taste or Ostentation? which explores the artistic interests of successful Victorian builders,
he reveals that some (e.g. Hugh McIntosh, William Mackenzie, Thomas Telford, John Rennie, Samuel Peto, Edward Betts, Thomas Brassey, Robert Lucas, John Aird) engaged in the purchase of art either from galleries
and/or by commissioning specific artists. While these collections were wide-ranging and included (inevitably!)
family portraits, old masters, works from contemporary artists, depictions of completed buildings and projects
etc. very few of them actually show building work in progress. This is curious since their wealth depended upon
the organisation and direction of that process and one would assume they would have taken a great deal of
interest in the technical and managerial aspects of building. Many of these men came from humble backgrounds and it might be that - as they rose in society and come into contact with a cultural elite - it was socially convenient to disguise the dirt of the building site in preference to glamorising it by association with art.
CONCLUSION
The value of art as an historical document has been scorned by many construction historians on the grounds
that artists both invent and also record what they see. Invention is seen as subjective, or partial, and therefore
open to unlimited interpretation that eschews any possibility of objectivity (especially when compared to the
usual source for historical research, that of written documents). However, it is the belief of the author that artistic representations of building work in progress can provide rich material for construction historians: such works
can excite the imagination and open new research directions; an artist can highlight ‘things’ (clothes, tools,
temporary works, relationships etc.) that might not otherwise appear in written documents or are given less
significance in more mechanical visual mediums such as photographs; artists actively apprehend the world
and therefore most paintings contain some form of analysis that, if uncovered, can provide an interesting
commentary on the scene being depicted (an idea in stark contrast to the thoughts of the art scholar W.J.T.
Mitchell [1986] who wrote “paintings, like women, are ideally silent, beautiful creatures designed for gratification of the eye”).
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